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• Enhanced Clarity: Equipped with a precise focus wheel and an achromatic lens, our microscopes offer unparalleled 
imaging quality. Say goodbye to blurry connections and hello to crystal-clear visuals!

• Universal Compatibility: Our microscopes feature 2.5mm and 1.25mm adapters, making them compatible with most 
fiber connectors on the market. No matter the type of fiber you’re working with, our microscopes have got you 
covered.

• Safety First: We prioritize your safety, which is why our microscopes come with integrated laser filters. Rest assured 
that you can use our microscopes with confidence, knowing that your eyes are protected. Please note that they are 
not intended for use with illuminated fibers.

• Illumination Perfection: With our coaxial illumination technology, you’ll enjoy a clear and unobstructed view of both 
the connector face and the fiber. No more straining your eyes or relying on guesswork. See every detail with ease!

• Includes 2.5 mm adapter that works with standard and outdoor Simplex fiber optic connectors
FIM-200: The Power of 200x Magnification Experience the next level of precision with our FIM-200 microscope. 
With a whopping 200x magnification, you’ll be able to inspect fibers with unrivaled detail. Don’t miss a single flaw or 
imperfection – detect them all with ease using the FIM-200!
FIM-400: Unleash the Power of 400x Magnification For those who demand the highest level of scrutiny, we present the 
FIM-400 microscope. With an incredible 400x magnification, this microscope takes your fiber inspections to the next 
level. Discover even the tiniest anomalies and ensure top-notch performance with the FIM-400!

SPECIFICATIONS FIM-200 FIM-400

LENGTH 8.76” (222.50 mm) 8.76” (222.50 mm)

HEIGHT 2.25” (57.15 mm) 2.25” (57.15 mm)

WIDTH 1.25” (31 mm) 1.25” (31 mm)

WEIGHT 1.570 lbs (0.712 kg) 1.570 lbs (0.712 kg)

UPC # 811490019065 811490019072


